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NEW ANALYTICAL TOOLS FOR HDG IN ELASTICITY, WITH
APPLICATIONS TO ELASTODYNAMICS
SHUKAI DU AND FRANCISCO-JAVIER SAYAS
Abstract. We present some new analytical tools for the error analysis of hybridiz-
able discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) method for linear elasticity. These tools allow us
to analyze more variants of HDG method using the projection-based approach, which
renders the error analysis simple and concise. The key result is a tailored projection
for the Lehrenfeld-Scho¨berl type HDG (HDG+ for simplicity) methods. By using the
projection we recover the error estimates of HDG+ for steady-state and time-harmonic
elasticity in a simpler analysis. We also present a semi-discrete (in space) HDG+ method
for transient elastic waves and prove it is uniformly-in-time optimal convergent by using
the projection-based error analysis. Numerical experiments supporting our analysis are
presented at the end.
1. Introduction
The paper is devoted to present some new techniques for the a priori error analysis of
a new class of hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin methods. The methods in this class
use a special type of stabilization function that was first introduced by Lehrenfeld and
Scho¨berl in [16]. We will call them HDG+ methods for simplicity. Instead of attempting
to reach for maximal generality, we will focus on linear elasticity on tetrahedral meshes.
We begin by reviewing some existing works. The first HDG method for linear elasticity
was proposed in [23]. The method enforces the symmetry of the stress strongly and uses
order k polynomial spaces for all variables. It was then proved in [13] that the method is
optimal for displacement but only suboptimal for stress (order of k` 1
2
); they also showed
the order is sharp on triangular meshes in the numerical experiments. To recover optimal
convergence (based on which the superconvergence by post-processing is possible), there
are mainly three approaches. The first approach relaxes the strong symmetry condition to
weak symmetry [11]. In general, mixed finite element methods based on weak symmetric
stress formulations are relatively easier to implement but use more degrees of freedom
and therefore can be more costly to compute. The second and the third approaches
are all based on strong symmetric stress formulations, where the conservation of angular
momentum is automatically preserved. The second approach [4] uses M-decomposition
[5] to enrich the approximation space for stress by adding some basis functions. The
approach recovers optimal convergence and also provides an associated tailor projection
as an useful tool for error analysis. However, the added basis can be rational functions
instead of polynomials and therefore can lead to some difficulties in implementation.
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The focus of this paper is the third approach, which is to use HDG+ method for linear
elasticity. The method was originally proposed in [16] for diffusion problems, then applied
to steady-state linear elasticity in [19]. It uses only polynomial basis functions, achieves
one order higher convergence rate for the displacement without post-processing, and its
computational complexity is the same to the standard HDG method (order k for both
stress and displacement) for their global systems. However, the existing error analysis of
HDG+ methods are all based on using orthogonal projections [15, 18, 19, 20, 21], which
make the analysis slightly more complicated (it requires a bootstrapping argument to
prove convergence of all variables, as opposed to consecutive energy and duality proofs),
and detached from the existing projection-based error analysis of HDG methods [3, 6, 7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 14], where specifically constructed projections are used to make the analysis
simple and concise. This motivates us to find a new kind of projection for HDG+ for
elasticity. The goal of the projection is twofold: first of all, it takes care of all the off-
diagonal terms in the matrix form of the equations (except for a 2 ˆ 2 block which is
considered as a single diagonal term), and allows us to do a simple energy estimate for
some of the variables; second, it facilitates a duality argument where the adjoint equation
is fed with the missing error terms to estimate, by using the adjoint projection (consisting
of a simple change of sign in the stabilization parameter τ ). This has been done in [12] for
diffusion problems. A novelty of this paper is the fact that we complement the projection
with an error term that does not affect the error bounds or the simplicity of their proofs.
We have attached this error term to the projection to make the arguments simpler.
In summary, we have devised a projection for the HDG+ methods for linear elasticity.
The projection enables us to: (1) recycle existing projection-based error analysis tech-
niques for the analysis of HDG+ methods; (2) make the error analyis simple and concise;
(3) build connections between M-decompositions [4, 5] and HDG+ methods. To be more
specific, we present a semi-discrete HDG+ method for transient elastic waves that has a
uniform-in-time optimal convergence. We show that the proof for optimal convergence can
be easily obtained by using the new projection and some existing techniques in traditional
HDG methods for evolutionary equations [6]. Moreover, we recover the error estimates
for steady-state elasticity [19] and frequency domain elastodynamics [15] by using the
projection-based analysis, and we show that the analysis can be simplified in both cases.
Since the construction of the HDG+ projection involves first constructing a projection
associated to an M-decomposition, it also shed some light upon the connections between
these two kinds of methods.
To provide a more intuitive view, we put the main procedures of constructing the pro-
jection in the flow chart Figure 1. The associated boundary remainder term related to
the projection behaves like interpolation error and it depends only on the local projec-
tion. As we will see later in the applications, the boundary remainder together with the
stabilization parameter play a key role in the optimal convergence of the HDG+ methods,
allowing us more flexibility, since now we only need to find a projection such that its as-
sociated boundary remainder is small enough to guarantee optimal convergence, instead
of enforcing it to vanish, which is the case of the standard projection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the main theorem
about the projection and its properties. In Section 3, we show the procedures for con-
structing the projection on the reference element. In Section 4, we develop a systematic
approach of changes of variables to obtain the projection on the physical element. In
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Figure 1. Main procedures to contruct the projection. The projection
is first constructed on the reference element then pushed forward to the
physical element K.
Section 5 and 6, we recover the error estimates in steady-state elasticity [19] and elasto-
dynamics [15] using projection-based analysis. In Section 7, we present a semi-discrete
HDG method for transient elastic waves and prove it is optimally convergent, uniformly
in the time variable. Finally, we give some numerical experiments to support our analysis.
2. The projection
Since the main tool and one of the principal novelties of this article is the new HDG
projection for elasticity, we first introduce its main properties in Theorem 2.1. The reader
just interested in the applications can skip the sections devoted to its construction and
analysis (Section 3 and 4) and jump directly to how it is used (Section 5, 6 and 7).
To speed up the introduction of the projection we give a quick notation list to be used
throughout the article.
‚ For a domain O Ă R3, the respective inner products of L2pO;R3q and L2pO;R3ˆ3symq
will be denoted
pu, vqO :“
ż
O
u ¨ v, pσ,ρqO :“
ż
O
σ : ρ,
where in the latter the colon denotes the Frobenius product of matrices and R3ˆ3sym
is the space of symmetric 3ˆ3 matrices. The norm of both spaces will be denoted
} ¨ }O.
‚ For a Lipschitz domain O, the inner product in L2pBO;R3q will be denoted
xµ,ηyBO :“
ż
BO
µ ¨ η
and the associated norm will be denoted } ¨ }BO.
‚ The Sobolev seminorm in HmpO;R3q and HmpO;R3ˆ3symq will be denoted | ¨ |m,O.
‚ The symmetric gradient operator (linearized strain) is given by
εpuq :“ 1
2
pDu` pDuqJq,
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and the divergence operator div will be applied to symmetric-matrix-valued func-
tions by acting on their rows, outputting a column vector-valued function.
‚ When O is a Lipschitz domain, we will consider the space
HpO, div;R3ˆ3symq :“ tσ P L
2pO;R3ˆ3symq : divσ P L
2pO;R3qu,
and the normal traction operator γn : HpO, div;R
3ˆ3
symq Ñ H
´1{2pBO;R3q, defined
by Betti’s formula
xγnσ, γvyBO :“ pσ, εpvqqO ` pdivσ, vqO @v P H
1pO;R3q.
Here γ is the trace operator, H´1{2pBO;R3q is the dual space of H1{2pBO;R3q,
and the angled bracket denotes their duality product that extends the L2pBO;R3q
inner product.
For discretization we will consider a sequence of tetrahedral meshes Th and the following
notation:
‚ K is a tetrahedron, of diameter hK and inradius at most c hK for a fixed shape-
regularity constant c ą 0.
‚ FpKq is the set of faces of K.
‚ PkpK;Xq is the space of X-valued polynomial functions of degree up to k ě 0,
where X P tR3,R3ˆ3symu.
‚ RkpBK;Xq :“
ś
FPFpKqPkpF ;Xq is the space of piecewise polynomial functions
on the boundary of K, with X as above.
‚ Pk : L
2pK;Xq Ñ PkpK;Xq is the orthogonal projection onto the image space,
with X as above.
‚ PM : L
2pBK;R3q Ñ RkpBK;R
3q is the orthogonal projection onto the image space.
This operator will often be applied on the trace of a function in H1pK;R3q on BK.
‚ τ P R0pBK;R
3ˆ3
symq is a so-called stabilization function satisfying
(2.1) C1h
´1
K }µ}
2
BK ď xτµ,µyBK ď C2h
´1
K }µ}
2
BK @µ P L
2pBK;R3q,
for fixed positive constants C1 and C2, independent of h (i.e., of the particular
mesh).
‚ The wiggled inequality sign a À b hides a constant a ď C b that is independent of
h, while a « b means a À b À a.
Theorem 2.1. For k ě 1, there exists a family of projections and associated boundary
remainder operators
Π : H1pK;R3ˆ3symq ˆH
1pK;R3q Ñ PkpK;R
3ˆ3
symq ˆ Pk`1pK;R
3q,
R : H1pK;R3ˆ3symq ˆH
1pK;R3q Ñ RkpBK;R
3q,
depending on τ P R0pBK;R
3ˆ3
symq, where τ is a constant positive definite matrix on each
face of K, and if pσK ,uKq “ Πpσ,u; τ q and δK “ Rpσ,u; τ q, the following conditions
hold:
puK ´ u, vqK “ 0 @v P Pk´1pK;R
3q,(2.2a)
´pdiv pσK ´ σq,wqK ` xτPMpuK ´ uq,wyBK “ xδK ,wyBK @w P Pk`1pK;R
3q,(2.2b)
´xpσK ´ σqn´ τ puK ´ uq,µyBK “ xδK ,µyBK @µ P RkpBK;R
3q.(2.2c)
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Moreover, if τ satisfies (2.1) and pσ,uq P HmpK;R3ˆ3symq ˆ H
m`1pK;R3q with 1 ď m ď
k ` 1, then we have the estimates:
(2.3) }σK ´ σ}K ` h
´1
K }uK ´ u}K ` h
1{2
K }δK}BK ď Ch
m
Kp|σ|m,K ` |u|m`1,Kq.
The constant C depends only on the polynomial degree k, the constants C1 and C2 in (2.1)
and the shape-regularity constant c. Finally, the ‘adjoint’ projection can be defined as
(2.4) Πpσ,u;´τ q :“ pσK ,uKq, where pσK ,´uKq :“ Πpσ,´u; τ q.
This projection satisfies the properties (2.2) with the same δK, if we substitute τ by ´τ .
Note that conditions (2.2) are not enough to define the projection Π but are exactly
the ones that will be needed for the applications. As a final note, notice that combining
(2.2b) and (2.2c), we have
pσK ´ σ, εpwqqK “ 0 @w P PkpK;R
3q.
Since k ě 1 and P0pK;R
3ˆ3
symq Ă εpP1pK;R
3qq, we have
(2.5) pσK ´ σ, θqK “ 0 @θ P P0pK;R
3ˆ3
symq.
3. The projection in the reference element
3.1. Preparatory work on the reference element. In this section we will work on the
reference tetrahedron pK :“ tpx1, x2, x3q P R3 : x1, x2, x3, 1´x1´x2´x3 ą 0u. The trace
for vector-valued functions on the reference element will be denoted pγ, and the normal
traction operator on the reference element will be denoted pγn. We will use shortened
notation for the following spaces:pV :“ Pkp pK;R3q, pV ´ :“ Pk´1p pK;R3q, pV ` :“ Pk`1p pK;R3q,(3.1a) pΣ :“ Pkp pK;R3ˆ3symq, pΣ´ :“ tσ P pΣ : divσ “ 0, pγnσ “ 0u ‘ εp pV q.(3.1b)
A new space pΣ` will be defined once we have introduced some tools for it. Note that
these constructions can be done directly on any tetrahedron K [4].
The first of these constructions is a lifting of the traction operator. It will act on the
space
L2MpB pK;R3q :“ tµ P L2pB pK;R3q : xµ, pγmyB pK “ 0 @m P Mu,
where M is the six-dimensional space of infinitesimal rigid motions
M :“tmpxq :“ b` Ax : AJ “ ´A, b P R3u
“tm P H1p pK;R3q : εpmq “ 0u.
Note that the trace space of M is also six-dimensional, i.e., if m P M vanishes on
the boundary of pK, then m “ 0. We thus define the operator pγ`n : L2MpB pK;R3q Ñ
Hp pK, div;R3ˆ3symq bypγ`n µ :“ εpuq, where u P H1p pK;R3q{M,(3.2a)
pεpuq, εpvqq pK “ xµ, pγvyB pK @v P H1p pK;R3q,(3.2b)
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or equivalentlypγ`n µ :“ σ, where σ P εpH1p pK;R3qq,(3.3a)
pσ, εpvqq pK “ xµ, pγvyB pK @v P H1p pK;R3q.(3.3b)
The definition (3.2) is correct since it involves the solution of a coercive variational problem
on a quotient space, due to Korn’s Second Inequality. From (3.3) it is clear that
(3.4) div pγ`n µ “ 0, pγnpγ`n µ “ µ @µ P L2MpBK;R3q.
We next consider the spacesxM :“ RkpB pK;R3q, pΣS :“ tσ P pΣ : divσ “ 0u,pΘ :“ tµ P xM : xpγnσ ` pγm,µyB pK “ 0 @pσ,mq P pΣS ˆMu,
and pΣfill :“ pγ`n pΘ.
Theorem 3.1. The following properties hold:
(a) divσ “ 0 for all σ P pΣfill,
(b) pγ`n is an isomorphism between pΘ and pΣfill, and its inverse is pγn,
(c) pΣfill X pΣ “ t0u,
(d) xM “ pΘ‘ pγnpΣS ‘ γM with orthogonal sum.
Proof. Properties (a) and (b) are easy consequences of (3.4). By (a), pΣfillX pΣ “ pΣfillX pΣS
and, therefore, if σ P pΣfill X pΣS , then pγnσ P pΘ X pγnpΣS “ t0u (the latter two sets are
orthogonal to each other by definition of pΘ), but then (b) proves that σ “ 0, which
proves (c). Finally, if σ P pΣS and m P M, then
xpγnσ, γmyB pK “ pdivσ,mq pK ` pσ, εpmqq pK “ 0,
which shows that the sum pγnpΣS`pγM is orthogonal. Since pΘ is the orthogonal complement
of the latter set, (d) is proved. 
The Cockburn-Fu discrete pair for elasticity [4] is given by the spacespΣ` :“ pΣ‘ pΣfill
(the sum is direct because of Theorem 3.1) and pV . In their context of M-decompositions
for elasticity, the following result is a key one, that we will need to work with our extended
pair pΣ` ˆ pV `.
Theorem 3.2. The following properties hold:
(a) εp pV q Ă pΣ´,
(b) div pΣ` Ă pV ´,
(c) pγnpΣ` ` pγ pV Ă xM ,
(d) dimxM “ dim pΣK´`dim pV K´, where the orthogonal complement pΣK´ is taken in pΣ`,
while pV K´ is taken in pV ,
(e) xM “ pγnpΣK´ ‘ γ pV K´, with orthogonal sum,
(f) The map pΣK´ ˆ pV K´ Q pσ,uq ÞÝÑ pγnσ ` pγu P xM is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Property (a) follows by definition and (b) is a simple consequence of Theorem
3.1(a). To show (c), note simply that pγnpΣfill “ pΘ Ă xM , while all other elements are
polynomials of degree less than or equal to k.
To prove (d) to (f), it will be convenient to identify the set
(3.5) pΣ˝S :“ tσ P pΣ : divσ “ 0, pγnσ “ 0u “ ker pγn|pΣS ,
which appeared in the definition of pΣ´ (3.1).
By Theorem 3.1(d) and (3.5), we have
dimxM “ dim pΘ` dim pγnpΣS ` dim γM “ dim pΣfill ` dim pΣS ´ dim pΣ˝S ` dimM.(3.6)
Using the definitions of pΣ˘ we have
dim pΣK´ “ dim pΣ` ´ dim pΣ´ “ dim pΣ` dim pΣfill ´ pdim pΣ˝S ` dim εp pV qq
“ dim pV ´ ` dim pΣS ` dim pΣfill ´ pdim pΣ˝S ` dim pV ´ dimMq,(3.7)
where in the last equality we have applied that div : pΣ Ñ pV ´ is onto (this is easy to
prove), its kernel is pΣS, and the kernel of ε : pV Ñ εp pV q is M. The equalities (3.6) and
(3.7) prove (d).
Due to parts (a) and (b) of this theorem, we have
xpγnσ, pγuyB pK “ 0 @σ P pΣK´, u P pV K´,
which proves that the sum of pγnpΣK´ and pγ pV K´ is orthogonal. Since pγ : pV K´ Ñ xM is
injective (this result is known; see, for instance, [22] and [12]), the property (e) will follow
from having proved that pγn : pΣK´ Ñ xM is injective.
We first prove the following technical result: if σ P pΣ` satisfies divσ “ 0 and pγnσ “ 0,
then σ P pΣ, i.e., the component in pΣfill vanishes. To do that, take σ “ σ1`σ2 P pΣ` pΣfill
and note that Theorem 3.1(a) shows that if divσ “ 0, then divσ1 “ 0. Since
0 “ pγnσ “ pγnσ1 ` pγnσ2 P pγnpΣS ‘ pΘ,
by Theorem 3.1(d), it follows that pγnσ1 “ pγnσ2 “ 0, which proves that σ2 “ 0 by
Theorem 3.1(b).
The proof of injectivity of pγn|pΣK
´
is then simple. If σ P pΣK´ satisfies pγnσ “ 0, then by
part (a)
pdivσ, vq pK “ ´pσ, εpvqq pK “ 0 @v P pV
and, taking v “ divσ (by part (b)), we prove that divσ “ 0. Therefore, σ P pΣ˝S Ă pΣ´
and hence σ “ 0. This completes the proof of (e) and (f). 
For the rest of this section we fix the stabilization parameter τ P R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq such
that
(3.8) τ |F is positive definite @F P Fp pKq.
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3.2. A projection on an extended space. Given pσ,uq P H1p pK;R3ˆ3symq ˆH1p pK,R3q,
we look for
(3.9a) pΠ0pσ,u; τ q :“ pσ pK ,u pKq P pΣ` ˆ pV `
satisfying
pu pK ´ u, vq pK “ 0 @v P pV ´,(3.9b)
pσ pK ´ σ, θq pK “ 0 @θ P pΣ´,(3.9c)
xpγnpσ pK ´ σq ´ τPxMpγpu pK ´ uq,µyB pK “ 0 @µ P xM ,(3.9d)
´pdiv pσ pK ´ σq,wq pK ` xτPxMpγpu pK ´ uq, pγwyB pK “ 0 @w P pV K,(3.9e)
where pV K is the orthogonal complement of pV in pV `. Note that (3.9e) is equivalent to
pσ pK ´ σ, εpwqq pK ´ xpγnpσ pK ´ σq ´ τPxMpγpu pK ´ uq, pγwyB pK “ 0 @w P pV K,
and, since εp pV q Ă pΣ´ and pγ pV Ă xM , equations (3.9c) and (3.9d) imply that we can
substitute (3.9e) by the condition
(3.10) ´ pdiv pσ pK ´ σq,wq pK ` xτPxMpγpu pK ´ uq, pγwyB pK “ 0 @w P pV `,
which contains redundant restrictions already imposed in the other equations. Note also
that the projection PxM can be eliminated in (3.9d) but not in (3.9e) or in (3.10), and that
the bilinear form
xτPxMµ,ηyB pK
is symmetric, bounded, and positive semi-definite in L2pB pK;R3q. We next prove that pΠ0
is actually a well-defined projection onto pΣ` ˆ pV `.
Proposition 3.3. The process of defining the projection pΠ0 in (3.9) is equivalent to a
square invertible linear system.
Proof. Note first that by Theorem 3.2(d)
dim pV ´ ` dim pΣ´ ` dimxM ` dim pV K “dim pV ´ ` dim pΣ´ ` dim pV K´ ` dim pΣK´
` dim pV ` ´ dim pV
“dim pΣ` ` dim pV `,
which proves that (3.9) is equivalent to a linear system with as many equations as un-
knowns. We thus only need to prove uniqueness of solution.
A homogeneous solution of (3.9) is a pair pσ pK ,u pKq P pΣ` ˆ pV ` satisfying (recall how
(3.10) is a consequence of (3.9))
pu pK , vq pK “ 0 @v P pV ´,(3.11a)
pσ pK , θq pK “ 0 @θ P pΣ´,(3.11b)
xpγnσ pK ´ τPxMpγu pK ,µyB pK “ 0 @µ P xM ,(3.11c)
´pdivσ pK ,wq pK ` xτPxMpγu pK , pγwyB pK “ 0 @w P pV `.(3.11d)
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We now take w “ u pK P pV K´ (with the complement in pV `; also see (3.11a)) in (3.11d),
recalling that divσ pK P pV ´ (cf. Theorem 3.2(b)) and obtain
xτPxMpγu pK , pγu pKyB pK “ xτPxMpγu pK ,PxMpγu pKyB pK “ 0.
This argument uses that τ is piecewise constant, so that multiplication by τ is an endo-
morphism in xM . Since τ is positive definite on each face, this proves that PxMpγu pK “ 0.
Using the above conclusion and taking µ “ pγnσ pK P xM in (3.11c) (cf. Theorem 3.2(c)),
it follows that pγnσ pK “ 0. Given the fact that σ pK P pΣK´ (by (3.11b)) and Theorem 3.2(f),
this proves that σ pK “ 0.
Note finally that div εpu pKq P pV ´ (Theorem 3.2(b)) and pγnεpu pKq P xM (Theorem
3.2(c)), so that
pεpu pKq, εpu pKqq pK “´ pdiv εpu pKq,u pKq pK ` xpγnεpu pKq, pγu pKyB pK
“xpγnεpu pKq,PxMpγu pKyB pK “ 0,
and therefore u pK P M. This implies that pγu pK “ PxMpγu pK “ 0 and, therefore, u pK “ 0,
which completes the proof. 
Looking at the proof of Proposition 3.3, it is clear that we could have also defined the
projection for any τ P R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq such that τ |F is negative definite on each face.
Proposition 3.4 (Stability). For any τmax ě τmin ą 0 and k ě 1, there exists C “
Cpτmax, τmin, kq such that if pσ pK ,u pKq “ pΠ0pσ,u; τ q, then
(3.12) }σ pK} pK ` }u pK} pK ď Cp}σ}1, pK ` }u}1, pKq @pσ,uq P H1p pK;R3ˆ3sym ˆ R3q,
whenever τ P R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq satisfies
(3.13) τmin ď µ ¨ pτ |Fµq ď τmax @µ P R
3, |µ| “ 1, @F P Fp pKq.
Proof. Numbering the faces of pK and the entries of a symmetric matrix with indices
from one to six, we can identify R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq ” pR3ˆ3symq4 ” R24. We can thus make the
identification
tτ P R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq : τ satisfies (3.8)u ” O Ă R24,
where O is an open set. We can also identify
tτ P R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq : τ satisfies (3.13)u ” K Ă R24,
where K Ă O is compact. To be more specific, we can write the identification τ ” x “
px1, . . . , x24q as follows:
τ “
24ÿ
i“1
xiχi,
where χi P R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq satisfies that χ6pp´1q`q is supported on the p-th face (p “ 1Ñ 4)
and its q-th entry (q “ 1 Ñ 6) in R3ˆ3sym is equal to 1 and the rest of the entries are all
equal to 0.
Consider now the continuous trial and test spaces
U :“H1p pK;R3ˆ3symq ˆH1p pK;R3q,
V :“L2p pK;R3ˆ3symq ˆ L2p pK;R3q ˆ L2pB pK;R3q ˆH1p pK;R3q,
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and their discrete counterparts
Uk :“ pΣ` ˆ pV `, Vk :“ pV ´ ˆ pΣ´ ˆ xM ˆ pV K.
We can define bilinear forms
aj : U ˆ V Ñ R j “ 0, . . . , 24
as follows:
a0ppσ,uq, pv, θ,µ,wqq :“ pσ, θq pK ` pu, vq pK ` xpγnσ,µyB pK ´ pdivσ,wq pK ,
ajppσ,uq, pv, θ,µ,wqq :“ ´xχjPxMpγu,µyB pK ` xχjPxMpγu, pγwyB pK .
We can see that aj are all bounded τ -independent (but dependent on k through the
operator PxM) bilinear forms. Then equations (3.9) can be rephrased in the following
form: given U P U , find pΠ0U P Uk such that
(3.14) a0ppΠ0U ´ U, V q ` 24ÿ
j“1
xjajppΠ0U ´ U, V q “ 0 @V P Vk,
Equations (3.14) are uniquely solvable for every x P O (this is a restatement of Proposition
3.3) and define a bounded linear operator Tkpxq : U Ñ Uk. The function Tk, from O to
the space of bounded linear operators from U to Uk, is rational and therefore bounded on
the compact set K. We can thus bound
(3.15) }TkpxqU}‹ ď Cpk,K, ‹q}U}U @U P U ,
where } ¨ }‹ is any norm we choose in Uk. If we select the norm
}pσ,uq}‹ :“ }σ} pK ` }u} pK ,
in Uk, then (3.15) becomes (3.12). 
A simple argument shows that algebraic condition (3.13) is equivalent to asking that
the spectrum of τ |F is contained in rτmin, τmaxs for all F P Fp pKq and also to the inequality
(3.16) τmin}µ}
2
B pK ď xτ µ,µyB pK ď τmax}µ}2B pK @µ P L2pB pK;R3q.
3.3. The projection and the remainder. Let now PpΣ : L2p pK;R3ˆ3symq Ñ pΣ be the
orthogonal projection onto pΣ. For pσ,uq P H1p pK;R3ˆ3symq ˆH1p pK;R3q we define
(3.17a) pΠpσ,u; τ q :“ pσcpK ,u pKq P pΣˆ pV `, pRpσ,u; τ q :“ pγnpσ pK ´ σcpKq P xM ,
where
(3.17b) σcpK :“ PpΣσ pK , pσ pK ,u pKq “ pΠ0pσ,u; τ q.
Since pΣˆ pV ` Ă pΣ`ˆ pV `, it follows that pΠ0pθ, v; τ q “ pθ, vq for all pθ, vq P pΣˆ pV ` and
therefore
(3.18) pΠpθ, v; τ q “ pθ, vq, pRpθ, v; τ q “ 0 @pθ, vq P pΣˆ pV `.
In particular, pΠ is a projection onto pΣˆ pV `. Note that we do not give a set of equations
to define pΠ, which is given as the application of pΠ0 followed by an orthogonal projection
applied to the first component of the output. However, the following equations relate the
projection pΠ and the associated remainder pR.
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Proposition 3.5. Let τ P R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq satisfy (3.8), then pσcpK ,u pKq :“ pΠpσ,u; τ q and
δ pK :“ pRpσ,u; τ q satisfy
pu pK ´ u, div θq pK “ 0 @θ P pΣ,(3.19a)
´pdiv pσcpK ´ σq,wq pK ` xτPxMpγpu pK ´ uq, pγwyB pK “ xδ pK , pγwyB pK @w P pV `,(3.19b)
´xpγnpσcpK ´ σq ´ τPxMpγpu pK ´ uq,µyB pK “ xδ pK ,µyB pK @µ P xM .(3.19c)
Proof. Following the definition (3.17), we introduce the intermediate projection pσ pK ,u pKq “pΠ0pσ,u; τ q so that σcpK “ PpΣσ pK and δ pK “ pγnpσ pK ´ σcpKq.
Since div pΣ Ă pV ´ (this is a direct consequence of the definitions), (3.19a) is a conse-
quence of (3.9b). Note also that εp pV `q Ă pΣ (again by definition) and therefore
(3.20) pσcpK ´ σ pK , εpwqq pK “ 0 @w P pV `.
The identity (3.19c) is a direct consequence of (3.9d). Finally, by (3.10) and (3.20)
´pdiv pσcpK ´ σq,wq pK ` xτPxMpγpu pK ´ uq, pγwyB pK “´ pdiv pσcpK ´ σ pKq,wq pK
“´ xpγnpσcpK ´ σ pKq, pγwyB pK ,
which proves (3.19b). 
Proposition 3.6 (Estimate in the reference element). For any τmax ě τmin ą 0, and
integers k ě 1, 1 ď m ď k ` 1, there exists C “ Cpτmax, τmin, k,mq such that if
pσcpK ,u pKq “ pΠpσ,u; ητ q, pσ,uq P Hmp pK;R3ˆ3symq ˆHm`1p pK;R3q 0 ‰ η P R,
δ pK “ pRpσ,u; ητ q,
with τ P R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq satisfying (3.13), then
}σ ´ σcpK} pK ` |η| }u´ u pK} pK ` }δ pK}B pK ď C
´
|σ|m, pK ` |η| |u|m`1, pK
¯
.
Proof. Let pσ pK ,u pKq “ pΠ0pσ,u; η τ q. Note that pσ pK , ηu pKq “ pΠ0pσ, ηu; τ q (this is
obvious from the equations that define pΠ0, namely (3.9)) and therefore
pσcpK , ηu pKq “ pΠpσ, ηu; τ q, δ pK “ pRpσ, ηu; τ q.
By Proposition 3.4, we have
}σ pK} pK ` |η| }u pK} pK ď Cp}σ}1, pK ` |η| }u}1, pKq,
for some constant C depending only on τmin, τmax and k. Since pγn : pΣ` Ñ xM is bounded,
there exists a constant D “ Dpkq such that
}δ pK}B pK ď D }σ pK ´ σcpK} pK ď 2D }σ ´ σ pK} pK `D}σ ´ PpΣσ} pK .
Taking now θ P pΣ and v P pV `, and applying (3.18) to the pair pθ, η vq, we have
}σ ´ σ pK} pK ` |η| }u´ u pK} pK ď p1` Cqp}σ ´ θ}1, pK ` |η| }u´ v}1, pKq,
and
}δ pK}B pK ď 2Dp1` Cqp}σ ´ θ}1, pK ` |η| }u´ v}1, pKq `D}σ ´ PpΣσ} pK .
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Note that PpΣ is the L2 projection onto pΣ. Therefore, there exists a constant C 1 “
C 1pτmin, τmax, kq such that
}σ ´ σ pK} pK ` |η| }u´ u pK} pK ` }δ pK}B pK ď C 1
ˆ
inf
θPpΣ }σ ´ θ}1, pK ` |η| infvP pV ` }u´ v}1, pK
˙
.
Finally, notice that σ ´ σcpK “ σ ´ PpΣσ ` PpΣpσ ´ σ pKq. The result follows now by a
compactness argument (Bramble-Hilbert lemma). 
4. The projection in the physical elements
4.1. Pull-backs and push-forwards. In this section we derive a systematic approach to
changes of variables for vector- and matrix-valued functions from a general shape-regular
tetrahedron to the reference element. The language mimics that of [22] (or [12]). Let K
be a tetrahedron and F : pK Ñ K be an invertible affine map from the reference element
to K. We will denote B :“ DF and J :“ det B. We also consider the piecewise constant
function a : B pK Ñ p0,8q such that for all integrable φ,ż
BK
φ “
ż
B pK |a|φ ˝ F.
The trace and normal trace operators on K will be denoted γ and γn. Given
u,u˚ : K Ñ R3, σ,σ˚ : K Ñ R3ˆ3sym, µ,µ
˚ : BK Ñ R3,
we definepu :“ BJu ˝ F : pK Ñ R3, qu˚:“ |J |B´1u˚ ˝ F : pK Ñ R3,pσ :“ |J |B´1pσ ˝ F qB´J : pK Ñ R3ˆ3sym, qσ˚ :“ BJpσ˚ ˝ F qB : pK Ñ R3ˆ3sym,pµ :“ BJµ ˝ F : B pK Ñ R3, qµ˚ :“ |a|B´1µ˚ ˝ F : B pK Ñ R3,
where B´J “ pBJq´1. The following properties are easy to prove.
Proposition 4.1 (Change of variables in integrals). We have the following identities
pu,u˚qK “ ppu, qu˚q pK @u,u˚ P L2pK;R3q,(4.1a)
pσ,σ˚qK “ ppσ, qσ˚q pK @σ,σ˚ P L2pK;R3ˆ3symq,(4.1b)
xµ,µ˚yBK “ xpµ, qµ˚yB pK @µ,µ˚ P L2pBK;R3q.(4.1c)
The next group of results about changes of variables involve the interaction of integrals
with differential operators or trace operators.
Proposition 4.2 (Change of variables in bilinear forms). We have the following inden-
tities:
pσ, εpuqqK “ ppσ,pεppuqq pK @σ P L2pK;R3ˆ3symq, @u P H1pK;R3q,(4.2a)
pu, divσqK “ ppu, xdiv pσq pK @σ P H1pK;R3ˆ3symq,@u P L2pK;R3q,(4.2b)
xγnσ, γuyBK “ xpγnpσ, pγpuyB pK @σ P H1pK;R3ˆ3symq,@u P H1pK;R3q,(4.2c)
xγnσ,µyBK “ xpγnpσ, pµyB pK @σ P H1pK;R3ˆ3symq,@µ P L2pBK;R3q,(4.2d)
xτ γu,µyBK “ xqτ pγpu, pµyB pK @u P H1pK;R3q, @µ P L2pBK;R3q,(4.2e)
xτ γu, γvyBK “ xqτ pγpu, pγpvyB pK @u, v P H1pK;R3q.(4.2f)
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Here τ P R0pBK;R
3ˆ3
symq and
(4.3) qτ :“ |a|B´1pτ ˝ F qB´J P R0pB pK;R3ˆ3symq.
Proof. Using the definitions, it is easy to prove that
(4.4) ~εpuq “ pεppuq, xγu “ pγpu, |τµ “ qτ pµ.
Then (4.2a), (4.2e), and (4.2f) are easy consequences of Proposition 4.1. Let now B “
pbijq
3
i,j“1 and A “ paijq
3
i,j“1 “ B
´1. Using implicit summation for repeated indices, we
have for each i
pxdiv pσqi “ Bpxk pσki “ |J |aklaimBpxkpσlm ˝ F q
“ |J |aklaimbjkpBxjσlmq ˝ F “ |J |δjlaimpBxjσlmq ˝ F
“ |J |aimpBxjσjmq ˝ F “ |J |aimpdivσqm ˝ F
“ |J |pB´1 divσqi ˝ F “ p~divσqi
and therefore xdiv pσ “ ~divσ. This and (4.1a) prove (4.2b). Note next that, using identities
we have already proved and Proposition 4.1, we have
x}γnσ, pγpuyB pK “x}γnσ,xγuyB pK “ xγnσ, γuyBK “ pdivσ,uqK ` pσ, εpuqqK(4.5a)
“pxdiv pσ, puq pK ` ppσ,pεppuqq pK “ xpγnpσ, pγpuyB pK ,(4.5b)
and (4.2c) is thus proved. Since H1{2pBK;R3q is dense in L2pBK;R3q, (4.2d) follows from
(4.2c). 
The final result of this section contains all scaling inequalities. Shape-regularity can be
rephrased as the asymptotic equivalences (recall that we are in three dimensions)
(4.6) }B} « hK , }B
´1} « h´1K , |J | « h
3
K , |a| « h
2
K .
Therefore
(4.7) }φ}K « h
3{2
K }φ ˝ F } pK , }φ}BK « hK}φ ˝ F }B pK .
For the hat transformations, we have the following scaling rules, which can be easily
proved using (4.6), (4.7), and the chain rule.
Proposition 4.3 (Scaling equivalences). With hidden constants depending on shape-
regularity and on m ě 0, we have
|pu|
m, pK « hm´1{2K |u|m,K @u P HmpK;R3q,(4.8a)
|pσ|m, pK « hm´1{2K |σ|m,K @σ P HmpK;R3ˆ3symq,(4.8b)
}qµ}B pK « }pµ}B pK « }µ}BK @µ P L2pBK;R3q.(4.8c)
4.2. The projection and the remainder on K. Consider the spaces
ΣpKq :“tσ P L2pK;R3ˆ3symq : pσ P pΣu “ PkpK;R3ˆ3symq,
V `pKq :“tu P L
2pK;R3q : pu P pV `u “ Pk`1pK;R3q,
MpBKq :“tµ P L2pBK;R3q : pµ P xMu
“tµ P L2pBK;R3q : qµ P xMu “ RkpBK;R3q.
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The projection and the remainder are defined by a pull-back process: given pσ,uq P
H1pK;R3ˆ3symq ˆH
1pK;R3q, we define
(4.9a) Πpσ,u; τ q :“ pσK ,uKq P ΣpKq ˆ V `pKq, Rpσ,u; τ q :“ δK PM pBKq,
by the relations
pxσK , xuKq “ pΠppσ, pu; qτ q, qτ :“ |a|B´1pτ ˝ F qB´J,(4.9b) |δK “ pRppσ, pu; qτ q.(4.9c)
We now prove Theorem 2.1. We start by proving a technical lemma, continue showing
that equations (2.2) hold (we present this as Proposition 4.5), and finish by proving the
estimates (2.3).
Lemma 4.4. If PM is the L
2pBK;R3q orthogonal projector onto MpBKq, then
(4.10) zPMµ “ PxM pµ @µ P L2pBK;R3q.
Therefore, if τ P R0pBK;R
3ˆ3
symq, we have
xτ PMγu,µyBK “ xqτ PxMpγpu, pµyB pK @u P H1pK;R3q, @µ P L2pBK;R3q,
xτ PMγu, γvyBK “ xqτ PxMpγpu, pγpvyB pK @u, v P H1pK;R3q,
with qτ defined in (4.9b).
Proof. It follows from the definitions that zPMµ P xM and that µ˚ PMpKq if and only ifqµ˚ P xM . Therefore,
xzPMµ, qµ˚yB pK “ xPMµ,µ˚yBK “ xµ,µ˚yBK “ xpµ, qµ˚yB pK “ xPxM pµ, qµ˚yB pK @µ˚ P xM ,
and (4.10) is proved. The next two identities in the statement follow from (4.10) and
Proposition 4.1 and (4.4). 
Proposition 4.5. Assume that τ P R0pBK;R
3ˆ3
symq satisfies
xτµ,µyBK ą 0 @µ P L
2pBK;R3q, µ ‰ 0.
If pσK ,uKq “ Πpσ,u; τ q and δK “ Rpσ,u; τ q, then the following equations hold:
puK ´ u, div θqK “ 0 @θ P ΣpKq,(4.11a)
´pdiv pσK ´ σq,wqK ` xτPMγpuK ´ uq, γwyBK “ xδK , γwyBK @w P V `pKq,(4.11b)
´xγnpσK ´ σq ´ τPMγpuK ´ uq,µyBK “ xδK ,µyBK @µ PM pBKq.(4.11c)
Proof. The equality (4.11a) follows from changing variables to the reference element,
applying (3.19a) and (4.2b). Similarly, (4.11b) follows from (3.19b) using (4.2b), Lemma
4.4, (4.1c) and (4.4). Finally, (4.11c) follows from (3.19c) applying (4.2d), Lemma 4.4,
and (4.1c). 
Assume now that τ is of order h´1K , as expressed in (2.1). By (4.6) and Proposition 4.3
we can write (take η “ qµ for µ P L2pBK;R3q)
(4.12) α1C1h
´1
K }η}
2
B pK ď xqτ η,ηyB pK ď α2C2h´1K }η}2B pK @η P L2pB pK;R3q,
where α1 and α2 are constants related to shape-regularity of K. We are now ready to
apply Proposition 3.6 with τmin “ α1C1, τmax “ α2C2 and η “ h
´1
K (compare (4.12)
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with (3.16)). Using the definition of the projection (4.9), Proposition 4.3 for the scaling
properties, and Proposition 3.6 for the estimates, we have
}σ ´ σK}K ` h
´1
K }u´ uK}K ` h
1{2
K }δK}K «h
1{2
K p}pσ ´ xσK} pK ` h´1K }pu´ xuK} pK ` }|δK}B pKq
Àh
1{2
K p|pσ|m, pK ` h´1K |pu|m`1, pKq
«hmKp|σ|m,K ` |u|m`1,Kq,
and (2.3) is thus proved.
5. Steady-state elasticity
5.1. Method and convergence estimates. From now on, we shift our attention from
the construction of the projection to its applications. We begin by introducing more
notation for the rest of the paper. Let Ω be a Lipschitz polyhedral domain in R3. We
denote the compliance tensor by A P L8pΩ;BpR3ˆ3symqq, where BpR
3ˆ3
symq is the space of
linear maps from R3ˆ3sym to itself. We assume ρ ě ρ0 for some positive constant ρ0, and
A is uniformly symmetric and positive almost everywhere on Ω, i.e., there exists C0 ą 0
such that for almost all x P Ω,
pApxqξq : χ “ ξ : pApxqχq
pApxqξq : ξ ě C0ξ : ξ
+
@ξ,χ P R3ˆ3sym.
Let Th be a family of conforming tetrahedral partitions of Ω, which we assume to be
shape-regular. Namely, there exists a fixed constant c0 ą 0, such that
hK
ρK
ď c0 for all
K P Th, where ρK denotes the inradius of K. We denote h :“ maxKPTh hK as the mesh
size and set the following discrete spaces:
V h :“
ź
KPTh
PkpK;R
3ˆ3
symq, W h :“
ź
KPTh
Pk`1pK;R
3q, M h :“
ź
KPTh
RkpBK;R
3q.
The related discrete inner products are denoted as
pσ, τ qTh :“
ÿ
KPTh
pσ, τ qK , pu, vqTh :“
ÿ
KPTh
pu, vqK , xµ,λyBTh :“
ÿ
KPTh
xµ,λyBK .
Finally, we use the following notation for the discrete and the weighted discrete norms:
} ¨ }Th :“ p¨, ¨q
1{2
Th
, } ¨ }BTh :“ x¨, ¨y
1{2
BTh
,
} ¨ }˚1 :“ p˚1 ¨, ¨q
1{2
Th
, } ¨ }˚2 :“ x˚2 ¨, ¨y
1{2
BTh
,
where ˚1 “ A or ρ, and ˚2 “ τ or τ
´1. Here τ P
ś
KPTh
R0pBK;R
3ˆ3
symq is the stabilization
function which we assume to satisfy (2.1) on every element K.
In this section, we give a projection-based error analysis to the HDG+ method intro-
duced in [19]. We will show that the analysis can be simplified by using Theorem 2.1. To
begin with, we review the steady-state linear elasticity equations:
Aσ ´ εpuq “ 0 in Ω,(5.1a)
´divσ “ f in Ω,(5.1b)
γu “ g on Γ :“ BΩ,(5.1c)
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where f P L2pΩ;R3q and g P H1{2pΓ;R3q. The HDG+ method for (5.1) is: find
pσh,uh, puhq P V h ˆW h ˆMh such that
pAσh, θqTh ` puh, divθqTh ´ xpuh, θnyBTh “ 0 @θ P V h,(5.2a)
´pdivσh,wqTh ` xτPMpuh ´ puhq,wyBTh “ pf ,wqTh @w PW h,(5.2b)
xσhn´ τPMpuh ´ puhq,µyBThzΓ “ 0 @µ PMh,(5.2c)
xpuh,µyΓ “ xg,µyΓ @µ PMh.(5.2d)
Since we will use a duality argument to estimate the convergence of uh, here we write
down the adjoint equations for (5.1):
AΨ` εpΦq “ 0 in Ω,(5.3a)
divΨ “ Θ in Ω,(5.3b)
γΦ “ 0 on Γ,(5.3c)
with input data Θ P L2pΩ;R3q, and we assume the additional elliptic regularity estimate
}Ψ}1,Ω ` }Φ}2,Ω ď Creg}Θ}Ω,(5.4)
where Creg is a constant depending only on A and Ω. The following convergence theorem
will be proved in Subsection 5.2.
Theorem 5.1. For k ě 1 and 1 ď m ď k ` 1, we have
}σ ´ σh}A ď C1h
mp}σ}m,Ω ` }u}m`1,Ωq.
If (5.4) holds, then we also have
}u´ uh}Ω ď C2h
m`1p}σ}m,Ω ` }u}m`1,Ωq.
Here, C1 depends only on the polynomial degree k and the shape-regularity of Th, while
C2 depends also on A and Creg.
Note that in [19, Theorem 2.1] the meshes Th are assumed to be quasi-uniform, whereas
here we only require Th to be shape-regular.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 5.1. To begin with, we use the element-by-element projection
defined in (4.9) (we will only use Theorem 2.1, not the definition) on the solution pσ,uq:
pΠσ,Πuq :“
ź
KPTh
Πpσ
ˇˇ
K
,u
ˇˇ
K
; τ
ˇˇ
BK
q, δ :“
ź
KPTh
Rpσ
ˇˇ
K
,u
ˇˇ
K
; τ
ˇˇ
BK
q,
and define the error terms and the approximation terms:
εuh :“ Πu´ uh, ε
σ
h :“ Πσ ´ σh, ε
pu
h :“ PMu´ puh,
eσ :“ Πσ ´ σ, eu :“ Πu´ u.
We aim to control the terms ε˚h (˚ “ u,σ, pu) by the terms e˚ (˚ “ σ,u) and δ.
Proposition 5.2 (Energy estimate). The following energy identity holds
pAεσh, ε
σ
hqTh ` xτPM pε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq, pε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hqyBTh “ pAeσ, ε
σ
hqTh ` xδ, ε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hyBTh.(5.5)
Consequently,
}εσh}
2
A ` }PMpε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq}
2
τ
ď }eσ}
2
A ` }δ}
2
τ´1
.(5.6)
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Proof. The proof here will be similar to the proof of [7, Lemma 3.1 & 3.2]. By Theorem
2.1, we first obtain a set of projection equations satisfied by Πσ, Πu and δ. We then
subtract (5.2) from the projection equations and obtain the following error equations:
pAεσh, θqTh ` pε
u
h, divθqTh ´ xε
pu
h, θnyBTh “ pAeσ, θqTh,(5.7a)
´pdivεσh,wqTh ` xτPMpε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq,wyBTh “ xδ,wyBTh ,(5.7b)
xεσhn ´ τPMpε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq,µyBThzΓ “ ´xδ,µyBThzΓ,(5.7c)
xεpuh,µyΓ “ 0.(5.7d)
By (5.7c) and (5.7d) we have
xεσhn´ τPM pε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq, ε
pu
hyBTh “ ´xδ, ε
pu
hyBTh .(5.8)
Now taking θ “ εσh in (5.7a), w “ ε
u
h in (5.7b), and then adding (5.7a), (5.7b) and (5.8),
we obtain the energy identity (5.5), from which the estimate (5.6) follows easily. 
Proposition 5.3 (Estimate by duality). If k ě 1 and (5.4) holds, then
}εuh}Th ď hC p}eσ}Th ` }δ}τ´1q .
Here, C is independent of h, but depends on A and Creg.
Proof. The proof here will be similar to the proof of [7, Lemma 4.1 & Theorem 4.1].
Consider the adjoint equations (5.3). We take Θ “ εuh as the input data and apply the
projection on pΨ,Φq with ´τ as the stabilization function. Namely,
pΠΨ,ΠΦq :“
ź
KPTh
ΠpΨ
ˇˇ
K
,Φ
ˇˇ
K
;´τ
ˇˇ
BK
q, ∆ :“
ź
KPTh
RpΨ
ˇˇ
K
,Φ
ˇˇ
K
;´τ
ˇˇ
BK
q.
By Theorem 2.1, ΠΨ, ΠΦ and ∆ satisfy
pAΠΨ, θqTh ´ pΠΦ, divθqTh ` xPMΦ, θnyBTh “ pApΠΨ´Ψq, θqTh,
pdivΠΨ,wqTh ` xτPM pΠΦ´Φq,wyBTh “ pε
u
h,wqTh ´ x∆,wyBTh,
´xΠΨn` τPMpΠΦ´Φq,µyBThzΓ “ x∆,µyBThzΓ,
xPMΦ,µyΓ “ 0.
We now test the above equations with θ “ εσh, w “ ε
u
h and µ “ ε
pu
h, then test the error
equations (5.7) with θ “ ΠΨ, w “ ΠΦ and µ “ PMΦ. By comparing the two sets of
equations, we obtain
pApΠΨ´Ψq, εσhqTh ` }ε
u
h}
2
Th
´ x∆,PMε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hyBTh “ pAeσ,ΠΨqTh ` xδ,PMpΠΦ´ΦqyBTh .
After rearranging terms, we have
}εuh}
2
Th
“ ´pApΠΨ´Ψq,σ ´ σhqTh ´ pΠσ ´ σ, εpΦqqTh
` x∆,PMε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hyBTh ` xδ,PMpΠΦ´ΦqyBTh .
By Theorem 2.1 (with m “ 1) we have
}ΠΨ´Ψ}Th ` }∆}τ´1 À hp}Ψ}1,Ω ` }Φ}2,Ωq.
By (2.5) we have
pΠσ ´ σ, εpΦqqTh “ pΠσ ´ σ, εpΦq ´ P0εpΦqqTh À h}eσ}Th}Φ}2,Ω.
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Finally, (2.1) implies
}PMpΠΦ´Φq}τ «
˜ ÿ
KPTh
}h
´1{2
K PM pΠΦ´Φq}
2
BK
¸1{2
À hp}Ψ}1,Ω ` }Φ}2,Ωq.
We next use (5.4) to control the term p}Ψ}1,Ω`}Φ}2,Ωq and use Proposition 5.2 to control
the terms }Apσ ´ σhq}Th and }PMε
u
h ´ ε
pu
h}τ . The proof is thus completed. 
Combing Proposition 5.2, Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 2.1, Theorem 5.1 follows readily.
6. Frequency-domain elastodynamics
6.1. Method and convergence estimates. In this section we give new proofs of error
estimates to the second HDG+ method studied in [15] by using projection based analysis
for the following time-harmonic linear elasticity problem
Aσ ´ εpuq “ 0 in Ω,(6.1a)
´divσ ´ κ2ρu “ f in Ω,(6.1b)
γu “ g on Γ :“ BΩ,(6.1c)
where f P L2pΩ;C3q, g P H1{2pΓ;C3q, and ρ P W 1,8pΩ;Rq denotes the density function.
We assume that the wave number κ ą 0 and κ2 is not a Dirichlet eigenvalue so that
(6.1) is well-posed. Note that because of the different proof techniques, the dependence
on the wave numbers of the error estimates will be different and not easy to compare.
The emphasis here will be the simplified error analysis thanks to the introduction of the
projection.
The HDG+ method for (6.1) is: find pσh,uh, puhq P V h ˆW h ˆMh such that
pAσh, θqTh ` puh, divθqTh ´ xpuh, θnyBTh “ 0,(6.2a)
´pdivσh,wqTh ` xτPMpuh ´ puhq,wyBTh ´ pκ2ρuh,wqTh “ pf ,wqTh,(6.2b)
xσhn´ τPM puh ´ puhq,µyBThzΓ “ 0,(6.2c)
xpuh,µyΓ “ xg,µyΓ,(6.2d)
for all θ P V h, w P W h and µ P Mh. Here, the spaces V h, W h and Mh are the same
as those defined in Section 5.1 except now the functions contained in these spaces take
complex values.
For Θ P L2pΩ;R3q, we assume that the solution to the adjoint equations for (6.1)
AΨ` εpΦq “ 0 in Ω,(6.3a)
divΨ ´ κ2ρΦ “ Θ in Ω,(6.3b)
γΦ “ 0 on Γ,(6.3c)
satisfy
}Φ}2,Ω ` }Ψ}1,Ω ď Cκ}Θ}Ω,(6.4)
where we make the dependence on κ explicit for the constant Cκ. For the rest of this
section, the wiggles sign À will hide constants independent of h and κ. We aim to prove
the following theorem.
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose k ě 1 and (6.4) holds. If ph2κ2 ` hκqCκ is small enough, then
}u´ uh}Ω À
`
p1` Cκqh
m`1 ` Cκpκ
2 ` κqhm`2
˘
p}σ}m,Ω ` }u}m`1,Ωq ,
}σ ´ σh}Ω À
`
hm ` p1` Cκqκh
m`1 ` Cκpκ
3 ` κ2qhm`2
˘
p}σ}m,Ω ` }u}m`1,Ωq ,
with 1 ď m ď k ` 1.
6.2. Proof of Theorem 6.1. Since the solution pσ,uq in (6.1) can take complex values,
applying directly Theorem 2.1 is not feasible. However, this can be easily fixed by defining
a new complex projection based on the original one: for pσ,uq P H1pK;C3ˆ3symqˆH
1pK;C3q,
we define
Πpσ,uq :“ ΠpReσ,Reuq ` iΠpImσ, Imuq.(6.5)
It is easy to show that this complex projection also satisfies (2.2) and (2.3) (the only
difference is that now the test functions θ,w,µ in (2.2) can take complex values).
Similar to the beginning of Section 5.2, we first define the projections pΠσ,Πuq, the
remainder term δ, the error εuh, ε
σ
h, ε
pu, and approximation terms eσ, eu.
Proposition 6.2 (G˚arding-type identity). The following energy identity holds
}εσh}
2
A ` }PMpε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq}
2
τ
´ κ2}εuh}
2
ρ “ pAeσ, ε
σ
hqTh ` xδ, ε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hyBTh ´ κ
2pρeu, ε
u
hqTh.
Consequently,
}εσh}Th ` }PMpε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq}τ À κ}ε
u
h}Th ` κ}eu}Th ` }eσ}Th ` }δ}τ´1.(6.6)
Proof. By similar ideas used in the proof of Proposition 5.2, we obtain the following error
equations:
pAεσh, θqTh ` pε
u
h, divθqTh ´ xε
pu
h, θnyBTh “ pAeσ, θqTh ,(6.7a)
´pdivεσh,wqTh ` xτPMpε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq,wyBTh ´ pκ
2ρεuh,wqTh “ xδ,wyBTh ´ pκ
2ρeu,wqTh,
(6.7b)
xεσhn´ τPM pε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq,µyBThzΓ “ ´xδ,µyBThzΓ,(6.7c)
xεpuh,µyΓ “ 0,(6.7d)
for all θ P V h, w PW h and µ PM h. Taking θ “ εσh, w “ ε
u
h and µ “ ε
pu
h, then adding
the equations, we have the energy identity.
Denoting A2 :“ }εσh}
2
Th
` }PMpε
u
h´ ε
pu
hq}
2
τ
, and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
on the identity, we have
A2 À κ2}εuh}
2
Th
` κ2}eu}
2
Th
` Ap}eσ}Th ` }δ}τ´1q.
The estimate (6.6) now follows by using Young’s inequality. 
Proposition 6.3 (Estimate by bootstrapping). Suppose k ě 1 and (6.4) holds. If ph2κ2`
hκqCκ is small enough, then
}εuh}Th À hpκ
2 ` κqCκ}eu}Th ` hCκp}δ}τ´1 ` }eσ}Thq,
}εσh}Th ` }PMpε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq}τ À p1` hκCκqp}eσ}Th ` }δ}τ´1q ` pκ ` hCκpκ
3 ` κ2qq}eu}Th.
Proof. Consider the adjoint equations (6.3) and take Θ “ εuh. Following similar ideas in
the proof of Proposition 5.3, we first apply the projection on pΨ,Φq with stabilization
function ´τ to obtain the projection equations (about pΠΨ,ΠΦ,∆q). We next test the
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projection equations with εσh, ε
u
h and ε
pu
h, test the error equations (6.7) with ΠΨ, ΠΨ and
PMΦ, and compare the two sets of equations. Then we obtain (define eΨ :“ ΠΨ´Ψ and
eΦ :“ ΠΦ´Φ for convenience)
pAeσ,ΠΨqTh ` xδ,ΠΦ´ PMΦyBTh ` κ
2pρpu´ uhq,ΠΦqTh
“ pAeΨ, ε
σ
hqTh ` κ
2pρΦ, εuhqTh ` }ε
u
h}
2
Th
´ x∆, εuh ´ ε
pu
hyBTh .
After rearranging terms, we have
}εuh}
2
Th
“ κ2peΦ, ρpu´ uhqqTh ` κ
2pρΦ,u´ ΠuqTh ` pApσh ´ σq, eΨqTh ´ peσ, εpΦqqTh
` xδ,ΠΦ´ PMΦyBTh ` x∆, ε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hyBTh .(6.8)
By Theorem 2.1 (with m “ 1), we have
h´1}eΦ}Th ` }eΨ}Th ` }ΠΦ´ PMΦ}τ ` }∆}τ´1 À hp}Ψ}1,Ω ` }Φ}2,Ωq,
and also
κ2pρΦ,u´ ΠuqTh “ κ
2pρΦ´ P0pρΦq,u´ ΠuqTh À hκ
2}ρ}W 1,8pΩq}Φ}1,Ω}eu}Th.
By (2.5) we have peσ, εpΦqqTh “ peσ, εpΦq ´ P0εpΦqqTh À h}eσ}Th}Φ}2,Ω. Now we use
(6.4) in (6.8) to obtain
}εuh}Th À h
2κ2Cκ}u´ uh}Th ` hκ
2Cκ}Πu´ u}Th ` hCκ}σ ´ σh}Th ` hCκ}eσ}Th
` hCκ}δ}τ´1 ` hCκ}PMε
u
h ´ ε
pu
h}τ ,
À h2κ2Cκ}ε
u
h}Th ` hκ
2Cκ}eu}Th ` hCκ}eσ}Th
` hCκ}δ}τ´1 ` hCκp}ε
σ
h}Th ` }PMε
u
h ´ ε
pu
h}τ q.
Next we use (6.6) and bound
}εuh}Th À ph
2κ2 ` hκqCκ}ε
u
h}Th ` phκ ` hκ
2qCκ}eu}Th ` hCκp}eσ}Th ` }δ}τ´1q.
Therefore, when ph2κ2 ` hκqCκ is small enough, we have
}εuh}Th À phκ` hκ
2qCκ}eu}Th ` hCκp}eσ}Th ` }δ}τ´1q.
The first inequality is thus proved. The second inequality can be proved by combining
(6.6) and the above inequality. 
Theorem 6.1 now follows easily from Proposition 6.3 and Theorem 2.1.
7. Transient elastodynamics
7.1. The semi-discrete HDG+ method. In this section, we present a semi-discrete
(in space) HDG+ method for transient elastic waves and prove it is uniformly-in-time
optimal convergent. The equations we consider are
Aσptq ´ εpuptqq “ 0 in Ωˆ r0, T s,(7.1a)
ρ:uptq ´ divσptq “ fptq in Ωˆ r0, T s,(7.1b)
γuptq “ gptq on Γˆ r0, T s,(7.1c)
up0q “ u0 on Ω,(7.1d)
9up0q “ v0 on Ω,(7.1e)
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where f P Cpr0,8q;L2pΩ;R3qq and g P Cpr0,8q;H1{2pΓ;R3qq. For the initial conditions,
we assume u0, v0 P L
2pΩ;R3q.
The HDG+ method for (7.1) looks for
σh,uh, puh : r0,8q Ñ V h ˆW h ˆMh,
such that for all t ě 0
pAσhptq, θqTh ` puhptq, divθqTh ´ xpuhptq, θnyBTh “ 0,(7.2a)
pρ:uhptq,wqTh ´ pdivσhptq,wqTh ` xτPMpuhptq ´ puhptqq,wyBTh “ pfptq,wqTh,(7.2b)
xσhptqn´ τPM puhptq ´ puhptqq,µyBThzΓ “ 0,(7.2c)
xpuhptq,µyΓ “ xgptq,µyΓ,(7.2d)
for all θ P V h, w P W h and µ P Mh. For the initial conditions of the method, we use
ideas from [6]. The initial velocity 9uhp0q is defined by using the projection in Theorem
2.1
pˆ, 9uhp0qq “ ΠpA
´1εpv0q, v0; τ q,(7.3)
and the initial displacement uhp0q is defined to be the solution of the HDG+ discretization
of the steady-state system
Aσp0q ´ εpup0qq “ 0 in Ω,(7.4a)
´divσp0q “ ´divpA´1εpu0qq in Ω,(7.4b)
up0q “ gp0q on Γ.(7.4c)
Namely, we find pσhp0q,uhp0q, puhp0qq P V h ˆW h ˆMh such that
pAσhp0q, θqTh ` puhp0q, divθqTh ´ xpuhp0q, θnyBTh “ 0,(7.5a)
´pdivσhp0q,wqTh ` xτPMpuhp0q ´ puhp0qq,wyBTh “ p´divpA´1εpu0qq,wqTh,(7.5b)
xσhp0qn´ τPM puhp0q ´ puhp0qq,µyBThzΓ “ 0,(7.5c)
xpuhp0q,µyΓ “ xgp0q,µyΓ,(7.5d)
for all pθ,w,µq P V h ˆW h ˆMh. For notational convenience, we define the following
space-time norms
~ ¨ ~r0,T s˚,p :“
ˆż T
0
} ¨ ptq}p˚ dt
˙1{p
,
where ˚ can be replaced by HmpΩq, Ω, Th, A, ρ, BTh, τ or τ
´1. The parameter p takes
values in t1, 2,8u, and when p “ 8, we consider the supreme norm in time instead of Lp
integration. Now we define the projections and the remainder terms for all t ě 0:
pΠσptq,Πuptqq :“
ź
KPTh
Πpσptq
ˇˇ
K
,uptq
ˇˇ
K
; τ
ˇˇ
BK
q, δptq :“
ź
KPTh
Rpσptq
ˇˇ
K
,uptq
ˇˇ
K
; τ
ˇˇ
BK
q.
The related error and approximation terms (for all t ě 0) are denoted
εσhptq :“ Πσptq ´ σhptq, ε
u
hptq :“ Πuptq ´ uhptq, ε
pu
hptq :“ PMuptq ´ puhptq,
eσptq :“ Πσptq ´ σptq, euptq :“ Πuptq ´ uptq.
For the rest of this section, the wiggles sign À will hide constants independent of h and
T . The main results in this section are Theorems 7.1 and 7.2.
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Theorem 7.1. For k ě 1, the following estimates hold
}εσhpT q}A ` }PMpε
u
hpT q ´ ε
pu
hpT qq}τ ` } 9ε
u
hpT q}ρ
À }eσp0q}A ` ~ 9eσ~
r0,T s
A,1 ` ~:eu~
r0,T s
ρ,1 ` ~δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8 ` ~
9δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,1
,
} 9εσhpT q}A ` }PMp 9ε
u
hpT q ´ 9ε
pu
hpT qq}τ ` }:ε
u
hpT q}ρ
À } 9eσp0q}A ` }:eup0q}ρ ` ~:eσ~
r0,T s
A,1 ` ~;eu~
r0,T s
ρ,1 ` ~
9δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8 ` ~
:δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,1
.
For the next theorem, we need to assume that the elliptic regularity condition
}Φ}2,Ω ` }A
´1εpΦq}1,Ω ď Creg}divpA
´1εpΦqq},(7.6)
holds for any Φ P H1pΩ;R3q such that the right hand side of the above inequality is finite.
Note that (7.6) is the same as (5.4). We rephrase it here to have it in the form we will
use it.
Theorem 7.2. If k ě 1 and (7.6) holds, then
}εuhpT q}Ω À hp1` T q
2
ˆ
}eσp0q}Ω ` ~ 9eσ~
r0,T s
Ω,8 ` ~:eσ~
r0,T s
Ω,8
` }δp0q}τ´1 ` ~ 9δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8 ` ~
:δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8
˙
` p1` T q2
ˆ
}eup0q}Ω ` ~:eu~
r0,T s
Ω,8 ` ~;eu~
r0,T s
Ω,8
˙
.
Therefore, for 1 ď m ď k ` 1,
}εuhpT q}Ω À h
m`1p1` T q2
3ÿ
i“0
ˆ
~σpiq~
r0,T s
HmpΩq,8 ` ~u
piq~
r0,T s
Hm`1pΩq,8
˙
,
We next give the proofs for the above two theorems in the following two subsections
respectively.
7.2. Energy estimates. In this subsection, we give a proof to Theorem 7.1. We first
present two lemmas, which give the error equations when t ě 0 and the error equations
when t “ 0, respectively.
Lemma 7.3. For all t ě 0, the following error equations
pAεσhptq, θqTh ` pε
u
hptq, divθqTh ´ xε
pu
hptq, θnyBTh “ pAeσptq, θqTh,(7.7a)
pρ:εuhptq,wqTh ´ pdivε
σ
hptq,wqTh ` xτPM pε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqq,wyBTh “ pρ:euptq,wqTh
` xδptq,wyBTh,(7.7b)
xεσhptqn´ τ pε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqq,µyBThzΓ “ ´xδptq,µyBThzΓ,(7.7c)
xεpuhptq,µyΓ “ 0,(7.7d)
εuhp0q “ Πu0 ´ uhp0q,(7.7e)
9εuhp0q “ 0,(7.7f)
hold for all pθ,w,µq P V h ˆW h ˆM h.
Proof. Use (7.1), (7.2), (7.3), (7.5), and Theorem 2.1. 
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Lemma 7.4. The following error equations
pAεσhp0q, θqTh ` pε
u
hp0q, divθqTh ´ xε
pu
hp0q, θnyBTh “ pAeσp0q, θqTh ,(7.8a)
´pdivεσhp0q,wqTh ` xτPM pε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qq,wyBTh “ xδp0q,wyBTh,(7.8b)
xεσhp0qn´ τ pε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qq,µyBThzΓ “ ´xδp0q,µyBThzΓ,(7.8c)
xεpuhp0q,µyΓ “ 0,(7.8d)
hold for all pθ,w,µq P V h ˆW h ˆM h.
Proof. Use (7.4), (7.5), and Theorem 2.1. 
The next proposition gives estimates to the error terms when t “ 0.
Proposition 7.5. The following estimates hold:
}εσhp0q}
2
A ` }PMpε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qq}
2
τ
ď }eσp0q}
2
A ` }δp0q}
2
τ´1
,(7.9)
} 9εσhp0q}
2
A ` }PMp 9ε
u
hp0q ´ 9ε
pu
hp0qq}
2
τ
ď } 9eσp0q}
2
A ` }
9δp0q}2
τ´1
,(7.10)
}:εuhp0q}ρ ď }:eup0q}ρ.(7.11)
Proof. Taking θ “ εσhp0q, w “ ε
u
hp0q and µ “ ε
pu
hp0q in the error equations (7.8) and
adding the equations, we have
}εσhp0q}
2
A ` }PMpε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qq}
2
τ
“ pAeσp0q, ε
σ
hp0qqTh ` xδp0q, ε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qyBTh .
The first estimate (7.9) then follows from the latter identity.
Consider the error equations (7.7). We take the first order derivative of (7.7a) - (7.7c)
and test the equations with θ “ 9εσh, w “ 9ε
u
h, µ “ 9ε
pu
h. We next add the equations, evaluate
them at t “ 0, and use the fact that 9εuhp0q “ 0. Then
} 9εσhp0q}
2
A ` }PMp 9ε
u
hp0q ´ 9ε
pu
hp0qq}
2
τ
“ pA 9eσp0q, 9ε
σ
hp0qqTh ` x
9δp0q, 9εuhp0q ´ 9ε
pu
hp0qyBTh ,
from which the second estimate (7.10) follows.
Finally, taking t “ 0 in (7.7b) and subtracting (7.8b), then taking w “ :εuhp0q, we have
p:εuhp0q, :ε
u
hp0qqρ “ p:eup0q, :ε
u
hp0qqρ,
which implies (7.11). 
Note that the boundary remainder operator R defined in Theorem 2.1 is linear, thus
commuting with the time derivative
9δptq “ Rp 9σptq, 9uptq; τ q.
This commutativity holds for the projection Π as well for similar reasons.
Proposition 7.6. For t ě 0, we have
1
2
d
dt
`
}εσhptq}
2
A ` }PMpε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqq}
2
τ
` } 9εuhptq}
2
ρ
˘
“ pρ:euptq, 9ε
u
hptqq ` pA 9eσptq, ε
σ
hptqq ` xδptq, 9ε
u
hptq ´ 9ε
pu
hptqy,(7.12)
1
2
d
dt
´
} 9εσhptq}
2
A ` }PMp 9ε
u
hptq ´ 9ε
pu
hptqq}
2
τ
` }:εuhptq}
2
ρ
¯
“ pρ;euptq, :ε
u
hptqq ` pA:eσptq, 9ε
σ
hptqq ` x
9δptq, :εuhptq ´ :ε
pu
hptqy.(7.13)
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Proof. Taking the first order derivative of (7.7a) and testing it with θ “ εσhptq, then
choosing w “ 9εuhptq in (7.7b) and µ “ 9ε
pu
hptq in (7.7c), and finally taking the first order
derivative of (7.7d) then adding the equations, we obtain (7.12).
Taking the second order derivative of (7.7a) and testing it with θ “ 9εσhptq, then taking
the first order derivative of (7.7b) and testing it with w “ :εuhptq, taking the first order
derivative of (7.7c) and testing it with µ “ :εpuhptq, and finally taking the second order
derivative of (7.7d) and adding the equations, we obtain (7.13). 
The final ingredient we need is a Gro¨nwall type inequality.
Lemma 7.7. Suppose φ, β, l are continuous and positive functions defined on r0,8q and
r is a constant. If
φ2ptq ď r ` 2
ż t
0
φpsqβpsqds` φptqlptq,
then
φ2ptq ď 2r `
˜
2
ż t
0
βpsqds` sup
sPr0,ts
lpsq
¸2
.
Proof. Consider the interval r0, ts and let φpt˚q maximize φ in the interval. Then we have
φ2pt˚q ď r ` φpt˚q
˜
2
ż t
0
βpsqds` sup
sPr0,ts
lpsq
¸
ď r `
1
2
¨˝
φ2pt˚q `
˜
2
ż t
0
βpsqds` sup
sPr0,ts
lpsq
¸2‚˛.

With Proposition 7.5, Proposition 7.6 and Lemma 7.7, we are ready to prove Theorem
7.1.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Integrating (7.12) from 0 to T , we have
1
2
ˆ
}εσhptq}
2
A ` }PMpε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqq}
2
τ
` } 9εuhptq}
2
ρ
˙ˇˇˇˇt“T
t“0
“xδptq,PMpε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqqyBTh
ˇˇˇˇt“T
t“0
`
ż T
0
´
pρ:euptq, 9ε
u
hptqqTh ` pA 9eσptq, ε
σ
hptqqTh ´ x
9δptq,PMpε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqqyBTh
¯
dt
ď}δpT q}τ´1}PMpε
u
hpT q ´ ε
pu
hpT qq}τ ` }δp0q}τ´1
`
}eσp0q}
2
A ` }δp0q}
2
τ´1
˘1{2
`
ż T
0
`
} 9εuhptq}
2
ρ ` }ε
σ
hptq}
2
A ` }PMpε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqq}
2
τ
˘1{2
´
}:euptq}
2
ρ ` } 9eσptq}
2
A ` }
9δptq}2
τ´1
¯1{2
dt,
where we used (7.9) to estimate }PMpε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qq}τ in the last step.
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Now we define
φ2ptq :“ } 9εuhptq}
2
ρ ` }ε
σ
hptq}
2
A ` }PMpε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqq}
2
τ
,
β2ptq :“ }:euptq}
2
ρ ` } 9eσptq}
2
A ` }
9δptq}2
τ´1
,
lptq :“ 2}δptq}τ´1 ,
r :“ 2}eσp0q}
2
A ` 3}δp0q}
2
τ´1
.
Note that by (7.9) and (7.7f), we have φ2p0q ď }eσp0q}
2
A ` }δp0q}
2
τ´1
, and therefore,
φ2pT q ď r ` 2
ż T
0
φptqβptqdt` φpT qlpT q.
By Lemma 7.7, we have
φ2pT q ď 2r `
˜
2
ż T
0
βptqdt` sup
tPr0,T s
lptq
¸2
À r ` sup
tPr0,T s
l2ptq `
ˆż T
0
βptqdt
˙2
À }δp0q}2
τ´1
` }eσp0q}
2
A `
´
~δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8
¯2
`
ˆż T
0
´
}:euptq}ρ ` } 9eσptq}A ` } 9δptq}τ´1
¯
dt
˙2
À
´
}eσp0q}A ` ~δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8 ` ~:eu~
r0,T s
ρ,1 ` ~ 9eσ~
r0,T s
A,1 ` ~
9δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,1
¯2
.
Similarly, for the second estimate, we integrate (7.13) from 0 to T , then use (7.10) to
estimate }PMp 9ε
u
hp0q ´ 9ε
pu
hp0qq}τ , and obtain
1
2
´
} 9εσhptq}
2
A ` }PMp 9ε
u
hptq ´ 9ε
pu
hptqq}
2
τ
` }:εuhptq}
2
ρ
¯ ˇˇˇˇt“T
t“0
ď } 9δpT q}τ´1}PMp 9ε
u
hpT q ´ 9ε
pu
hpT qq}τ ` }
9δp0q}τ´1
´
} 9eσp0q}
2
A ` }
9δp0q}2
τ´1
¯1{2
`
ż T
0
´
} 9εσhptq}
2
A`}PMp 9ε
u
hptq´ 9ε
pu
hptqq}
2
τ
`}:εuhptq}
2
ρ
¯ 1
2
´
};euptq}
2
ρ`}:eσptq}
2
A`}:δptq}
2
τ´1
¯ 1
2
dt.
Now we define
φ2ptq :“ } 9εσhptq}
2
A ` }PMp 9ε
u
hptq ´ 9ε
pu
hptqq}
2
τ
` }:εuhptq}
2
ρ,
β2ptq :“ };euptq}
2
ρ ` }:eσptq}
2
A ` }
:δptq}2
τ´1
,
lptq :“ 2} 9δptq}τ´1 ,
r :“ 2} 9eσp0q}
2
A ` 3}
9δp0q}2
τ´1
` }:eup0q}
2
ρ.
Since by (7.10) and (7.11) we have φ2p0q ď } 9eσp0q}
2
A`}
9δp0q}2
τ´1
`}:eup0q}
2
ρ, and it follows
that
φ2pT q ď r ` 2
ż T
0
φptqβptqdt` φpT qlpT q.
Using Lemma 7.7 again we obtain the second estimate. 
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7.3. Duality argument. In this subsection, we give a proof to Theorem 7.2 by using
the duality argument. To begin with, we consider the adjoint equations of (7.1):
AΨ` εpΦq “ 0 in Ωˆ r0, T s,(7.14a)
ρ :Φ` divΨ “ 0 in Ωˆ r0, T s,(7.14b)
γΦ “ 0 on Γˆ r0, T s,(7.14c)
ΦpT q “ 0 on Ω,(7.14d)
9ΦpT q “ εuhpT q on Ω.(7.14e)
For a time-dependent function f : r0,8q Ñ X , we write
fptq :“
ż T
t
fpsqds.
The following proposition allows us to control the solution of (7.14) in certain energy
norms. Similar results can be found in [10].
Proposition 7.8. The following inequality holds
~Φ~
r0,T s
H1pΩq,8 ` ~
9Φ~
r0,T s
Ω,8 ď C}ε
u
hpT q}Ω.(7.15)
If (7.6) holds, then
~Ψ~
r0,T s
H1pΩq,8 ` ~Φ~
r0,T s
H2pΩq,8 ď C}ε
u
hpT q}Ω.(7.16)
Proof. By conservation of energy we have
} 9Φptq}2ρ ` }εpΦqptq}
2
A´1 “ }ε
u
hpT q}
2
ρ,
for all t P r0, T s. Now (7.15) follows by using Korn’s second inequality.
Integrating (7.14a) and (7.14b) from t to T , we have
AΨptq ` εpΦptqq “ 0, divΨptq “ ρ 9Φptq ´ ρ 9ΦpT q,
for all t P r0, T s. Combining the latter equations with (7.6) and (7.15), we obtain (7.16).

Now we define the dual projections and boundary remainder terms for the adjoint
problem (7.14) (for all t P r0, T s)
pΠΨptq,ΠΦptqq :“
ź
KPTh
ΠpΨptq
ˇˇ
K
,Φptq
ˇˇ
K
;´τ
ˇˇ
BK
q,
∆ptq :“
ź
KPTh
RpΨptq
ˇˇ
K
,Φptq
ˇˇ
K
;´τ
ˇˇ
BK
q.
We also define the corresponding approximation terms
eΦptq :“ ΠΦptq ´Φptq, eΨptq :“ ΠΨptq ´Ψptq.
Proposition 7.9. The following identity holds
}εuhpT q}
2
ρ “
7ÿ
i“1
Ti,
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where
T1 :“ pρ 9Φp0q,Πu0 ´ uhp0qqTh, T2 :“ ´
ż T
0
xδptq, eΦptqyBThdt,
T3 :“ ´
ż T
0
x∆ptq, εuhptq ´ ε
pu
hptqyBThdt, T4 :“
ż T
0
pAeΨptq,σptq ´ σhptqqThdt,
T5 :“ ´
ż T
0
pAeσptq,ΨptqqThdt, T6 :“ ´
ż T
0
pρΦptq, :euptqqThdt,
T7 :“
ż T
0
pρp:uptq ´ :uhptqq, eΦptqqThdt.
Proof. From the adjoint equations (7.14) tested with pεσhptq, ε
u
hptq, ε
pu
hptqq, and from the
properties of the adjoint projection (see Theorem 2.1), we obtain
pAΠΨptq, εσhptqqTh ´ pΠΦptq, divε
σ
hptqqTh ` xPMΦptq, ε
σ
hptqnyBTh “ pAeΨptq, ε
σ
hptqqTh ,
pdivΠΨptq, εuhptqqTh ` xτPMpΠΦptq ´Φptqq, ε
u
hptqyBTh “ ´x∆ptq, ε
u
hptqyBTh
´ pρ :Φptq, εuhptqqTh,
´xΠΨptqn` τ pΠΦptq ´Φptqq, εpuhptqyBThzΓ “ x∆, εpuhptqyBThzΓ,
xPMΦptq, ε
σ
hptqn´ τPM pε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqqyΓ “ 0.
(Note that Φ ” 0 on Γ.) Taking now θ “ ΠΨptq, w “ ΠΦptq, µ “ PMΦptq and
µ “ ΠΨptqn`τPM pΠΦptq´Φptqq in the error equations (7.7a) to (7.7d), and comparing
the two sets of equations, we have
´ x∆ptq, εuhptq ´ ε
pu
hptqyBTh ` pAeΨptq, ε
σ
hptqqTh ´ pρ
:Φptq, εuhptqqTh
“ pAeσptq,ΠΨptqqTh ` xδptq,ΠΦptq ´ΦptqyBTh ` pρp:uhptq ´ :uptqq,ΠΦptqqTh .
After rearranging terms, we have
pρ :Φptq, εuhptqqTh “´ x∆ptq, ε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqyBTh ´ xδptq,ΠΦptq ´ΦptqyBTh
´ pρp:uhptq ´ :uptqq,ΠΦqTh ` pAeΨptq,σptq ´ σhptqqTh(7.17)
´ pAeσptq,ΨptqqTh.
Defining now
ηptq :“ pρ 9Φptq, εuhptqqTh ´ pρΦptq, 9ε
u
hptqqTh ,
which satisfies
ηpT q “ pρεuhpT q, ε
u
hpT qqTh, ηp0q “ pρ
9Φp0q,Πu0 ´ uhp0qqTh,
due to ΦpT q “ 0, 9ΦpT q “ εuhpT q, ε
u
hp0q “ Πu0 ´ uhp0q and 9ε
u
hp0q “ 0 (see (7.7) and
(7.14)). By (7.17), we have
9ηptq “pρ :Φptq, εuhptqqTh ´ pρΦptq, :ε
u
hptqqTh
“´ x∆ptq, εuhptq ´ ε
pu
hptqyBTh ´ xδptq, eΦptqyBTh
` pAeΨptq,σptq ´ σhptqqTh ´ pAeσptq,ΨptqqTh
` pρp:uptq ´ :uhptqq, eΦptqqTh ´ pρΦptq, :euptqqTh.
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Therefore
}ρ1{2εuhpT q}
2
Th
“
ż T
0
9ηptqdt` pρ 9Φp0q,Πu0 ´ uhp0qqTh,
and the proof is completed. 
The next proposition gives an estimate for the term T7 in Proposition 7.9.
Proposition 7.10. If (7.6) holds, then
|T7| À h}ε
u
hpT q}Th
ˆ
}εσhp0q}Th ` T~ 9ε
σ
h~
r0,T s
Th,8
` }PMε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0q}τ ` T~PM 9ε
u
h ´ 9ε
pu
h~
r0,T s
τ ,8
` h}:eup0q}Th ` hT~;eu~
r0,T s
Th,8
` }δp0q}τ´1 ` T~ 9δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8
˙
.
Proof. In the coming arguments, for the sake of shortening some estimates, we will prove
bounds in terms of the quantity
ΘpT q :“ sup
tPr0,T s
|Φptq|2,Ω ` sup
tPr0,T s
|Ψptq|1,Ω,(7.18)
which we have shown in Proposition 7.8 that, assuming (7.6), we have the estimate
ΘpT q À }εuhpT q}Ω.(7.19)
Note that
T7 “
ż T
0
pρ:εuhptq, eΦptqqThdt ´
ż T
0
pρ:euptq, eΦptqqThdt.(7.20)
For the second term of (7.20), we haveˇˇˇˇż T
0
pρ:euptq, eΦptqqThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
pρ:eup0q, eΦp0qqTh `
ż T
0
pρ;euptq, eΦptqqThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À h2
´
}:eup0q}Th ` T~;eu~
r0,T s
Th,8
¯
ΘpT q.
We next estimate the remaining term in (7.20). Since :εuhptq
ˇˇ
K
P Pk`1pK;R
3q for all K,
we have ż T
0
pρ:εuhptq, eΦptqqThdt “
ż T
0
pρ:εuhptq,P
ρ
k`1eΦptqqThdt,
where, Pρk`1 is the ρ-weighted L
2 projection onto Pk`1pK;R
3q. Testing the second error
equation (7.7b) with w “ Pρk`1eΦptq we have
pρ:εuhptq,P
ρ
k`1eΦptqqTh “ pdivε
σ
hptq,P
ρ
k`1eΦptqqTh ´ xτPMpε
u
hptq ´ ε
pu
hptqq,P
ρ
k`1eΦptqyBTh
` pρ:euptq,P
ρ
k`1eΦptqqTh ` xδptq,P
ρ
k`1eΦptqyBTh
“: Q1ptq `Q2ptq `Q3ptq `Q4ptq.
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Now we use integration by part and obtainż T
0
Q1ptqdt “ pdivε
σ
hp0q,P
ρ
k`1eΦp0qqTh `
ż T
0
pdiv 9εσhptq,P
ρ
k`1eΦptqqThdt,ż T
0
Q2ptqdt “ ´xτPMpε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qq,P
ρ
k`1eΦp0qyBTh
´
ż T
0
xτPMp 9ε
u
hptq ´ 9ε
pu
hptqq,P
ρ
k`1eΦptqyBThdt,ż T
0
Q3ptqdt “ pρ:eup0q,P
ρ
k`1eΦp0qqTh `
ż T
0
pρ;euptq,P
ρ
k`1eΦptqqThdt,ż T
0
Q4ptqdt “ xδp0q,P
ρ
k`1eΦp0qyBTh `
ż T
0
x 9δptq,Pρk`1eΦptqyBThdt.
Note that
Pρk`1eΦptq “ P
ρ
k`1pΠΦptq ´Φptqq “ ΠΦptq ´Φptq ´ P
ρ
k`1Φptq `Φptq.
Combining the above with the convergence properties about ΠΨptq and ΠΦptq (see The-
orem 2.1) we have
}Pρk`1eΦptq}K À h
2
Kp|Φptq|2,K ` |Ψptq|1,Kq,
}τ 1{2Pρk`1eΦptq}BK À hKp|Φptq|2,K ` |Ψptq|1,Kq.
Now back to the estimate of
şT
0
Qiptqdt, we haveˇˇˇˇż T
0
Q1ptqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À hp}εσhp0q}Th ` T~ 9ε
σ
h~
r0,T s
Th,8
qΘpT q,ˇˇˇˇż T
0
Q2ptqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À hp}PMε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0q}τ ` T~PM 9ε
u
h ´ 9ε
pu
h~
r0,T s
τ ,8 qΘpT q,ˇˇˇˇż T
0
Q3ptqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À h2p}:eup0q}Th ` T~;eu~
r0,T s
Th,8
qΘpT q,ˇˇˇˇż T
0
Q4ptqdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À hp}δp0q}τ´1 ` T~ 9δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8qΘpT q,
where we used the fact that }divσ}K À h
´1
K }σ}K for any σ P PkpK;R
3ˆ3
symq. Finally, we
use (7.19) to bound ΘpT q and the proof is completed. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 7.2.
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Consider Proposition 7.9. We will give estimates for the terms Ti
for i “ 1Ñ 7.
For T1, by (7.15) we have
|T1| “
ˇˇˇ
pρ 9Φp0q,Πu0 ´ uhp0qqTh
ˇˇˇ
À }εuhpT q}Thp}Πu0 ´ u0}Th ` }u0 ´ uhp0q}Thq.
Note that uhp0q is the solution of the HDG+ scheme (7.5). By Theorem 5.1 in Section
5.1, we have
}uhp0q ´ u0}Th À hp}eσp0q}Th ` }δp0q}τ´1q.
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Thereforeˇˇˇ
pρ 9Φp0q,Πu0 ´ uhp0qqTh
ˇˇˇ
À }εuhpT q}Thp}eup0q}Th ` h}eσp0q}Th ` h}δp0q}τ´1q.
For T2, we have
|T2| “
ˇˇˇˇż T
0
xδptq,ΠΦptq ´ΦptqyBThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
xδp0q,ΠΦp0q ´Φp0qyBTh `
ż T
0
x 9δptq,ΠΦptq ´ΦptqyBThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }δp0q}τ´1}ΠΦp0q ´Φp0q}τ `
ż T
0
} 9δptq}τ´1}ΠΦptq ´Φptq}τ dt
À h}εuhpT q}Th
´
}δp0q}τ´1 ` T~ 9δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8
¯
,
where we used the convergence properties about ΠΦ (by Theorem 2.1) and then equation
(7.16) to bound ΘpT q (see (7.18) for the definition).
Using similar ideas, for T3 we have
|T3| “
ˇˇˇˇż T
0
x∆ptq, εuhptq ´ ε
pu
hptqyBThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ
x∆p0q, εuhp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qyBTh `
ż T
0
x∆ptq, 9εuhptq ´ 9ε
pu
hptqyBThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď }∆p0q}τ´1}PMpε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qq}τ `
ż T
0
}∆ptq}τ´1}PMp 9ε
u
hptq ´ 9ε
pu
hptqq}τdt
À h}εuhpT q}Th
´
}PMpε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qq}τ ` T~PMp 9ε
u
h ´ 9ε
pu
hq~
r0,T s
τ ,8
¯
,
and for T4, we have
|T4| “
ˇˇˇˇż T
0
pAeΨptq,σptq ´ σhptqqThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď |pApΠΨp0q ´Ψp0qq,σp0q ´ σhp0qqTh|
`
ˇˇˇˇż T
0
pApΠΨptq ´Ψptqq, 9σptq ´ 9σhptqqThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À h}εuhpT q}Th
´
}σp0q ´ σhp0q}Th ` T~ 9σ ´ 9σh~
r0,T s
Th,8
¯
.
For T5, by (2.5) and (7.16), we have
|T5| “
ˇˇˇˇż T
0
peσptq, εpΦqptqqThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
ď |pΠσp0q ´ σp0q, εpΦqp0q ´ P0εpΦqp0qqTh|
`
ˇˇˇˇż T
0
pΠ 9σpsq ´ 9σptq, εpΦqptq ´ P0εpΦqptqqThdt
ˇˇˇˇ
À h}εuhpT q}Th
´
}Πσp0q ´ σp0q}Th ` T~Π 9σ ´ 9σ~
r0,T s
Th,8
¯
.
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For T6, we simply use (7.15) and obtain
|T6| “
ˇˇˇˇż T
0
pρΦ, :euqTh
ˇˇˇˇ
À ~Φ~
r0,T s
Ω,8 ~:eu~
r0,T s
Ω,1 À T }ε
u
hpT q}Th~:eu~
r0,T s
Th,8
.
Now we use Proposition 7.10 to estimate T7, and finally obtain
}εuhpT q}Th À p}eup0q}Th ` h}eσp0q}Th ` h}δp0q}τ´1q
` h
´
}δp0q}τ´1 ` T~ 9δ~
r0,T s
τ´1,8
¯
` h
´
}PMpε
u
hp0q ´ ε
pu
hp0qq}τ ` T~PMp 9ε
u
h ´ 9ε
pu
hq~
r0,T s
τ ,8
¯
` h
´
}εσhp0q}Th ` T~ 9ε
σ
h~
r0,T s
Th,8
¯
` h
´
}eσp0q}Th ` T~ 9eσ~
r0,T s
Th,8
¯
` T~:eu~
r0,T s
Th,8
` h2
ˆ
}:eup0q}Th ` T~;eu~
r0,T s
Th,8
˙
.
Combing the above estimates with Proposition 7.5 and Theorem 7.1, the proof is com-
pleted.

8. Numerical experiments
In this section, we present some numerical experiments to support our error estimates
in Section 7. Note that there are experiments for the steady-state and time-harmonic
cases in [19] and [15] respectively.
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Figure 2. Visualization of meshes used for error tests.
Convergence test. The experiments in this part are carried out on a cubic domain
Ω “ p0, 1q3 and a non-convex polyhedral domain (we will refer to it as the chimney; see
Figure 2), the time interval is r0, T s with T “ 3
2
, and we aim to estimate the relative L2
errors
Eσ :“
}σhpT q ´ σpT q}Ω
}σpT q}Ω
, Eu :“
}uhpT q ´ upT q}Ω
}upT q}Ω
.
We consider a non-homogeneous isotropic material
Aσ “
1
2µ
σ ´
λ
2µp2µ` 3λq
trσ I,
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with Lame´ parameters
λ “
2` x2 ` y2 ` z2
1` x2 ` y2 ` z2
, µ “ 3` cospxyzq,
and the mass density is constant ρ ” 1. As exact solution we take upx, tq :“ UpxqHptq,
where
U “ pcosppixq sinppiyq cosppizq, 5x2yz ` 4xy2z ` 3xyz2 ` 17, cosp2xq cosp3yq cospzqq,
and the temporal part is Hptq “ t3p1 ´ tq2. The input data f and g are chosen so that
(7.1) is satisfied. Note that we have chosen the exact solution u that has vanishing initial
conditions. This simplifies the calculations of uhp0q and 9uhp0q (they are automatically 0
by (7.3) and (7.5)). When u does not have vanishing initial conditions, the calculation of
9uhp0q involves projecting 9up0q to a space enriched by the M-decomposition spaces (the
Cockburn-Fu filling), which we have not found an easy way to implement. Finding easier
ways of calculating 9uhp0q for non-vanishing initial conditions will constitute our future
works.
For the numerical schemes, we use the HDG+ method (7.2) for space discretization
and Trapezoidal Rule Convolution Quadrature (TRCQ) (see [1, 17]) for time integration.
This is equivalent to using Trapezoidal Rule time-stepping in the semidiscrete system.
The time interval r0, T s is equally divided and each timestep is of length κ. Since the
error from the TRCQ is Opκ2q, we choose κ « hpk`2q{2 so that the error from the time
discretization does not pollute the order of convergence of the space discretization.
From Figure 3 or Table 1, we observe that the orders of convergence for σhpT q and
uhpT q are Oph
k`1q and Ophk`2q respectively, agreeing the estimates in Theorem 7.1 and
Theorem 7.2.
Cube Chimney
Eσ Eu Eσ Eu
k h Error Order Error Order Error Order Error Order
1.6329 2.82E-1 - 4.32E-2 - 1.27E-1 - 3.93E-2 -
1 0.8164 7.06E-2 2.00 6.16E-3 2.81 3.12E-2 2.02 5.36E-3 2.87
0.4082 1.93E-2 1.87 5.44E-4 3.50 8.16E-3 1.93 4.92E-4 3.44
0.2041 4.79E-3 2.01 5.65E-5 3.27 1.99E-3 2.03 5.09E-5 3.28
1.6329 1.30E-1 - 1.84E-2 - 6.44E-2 - 1.68E-2 -
2 0.8164 1.72E-2 2.92 1.52E-3 3.59 6.83E-3 3.24 1.23E-3 3.78
0.4082 2.31E-3 2.89 5.92E-5 4.68 8.96E-4 2.93 4.74E-5 4.70
0.2041 2.86E-4 3.02 2.52E-6 4.55 - - - -
1.6329 4.36E-2 - 9.50E-3 - 2.18E-2 - 7.74E-3 -
3 0.8164 3.90E-3 3.48 3.35E-4 4.83 1.47E-3 3.89 2.59E-4 4.90
0.4082 2.56E-4 3.93 6.34E-6 5.72 9.54E-5 3.94 4.88E-6 5.73
Table 1. History of convergence for σhpT q and uhpT q with sequence of
uniform refinements in space and over-refinements in time.
Locking test. Note that the HDG+ method was shown to be free from volumetric
locking for steady state system in [19]. We here conduct some locking experiments for
elastic waves. Most of the experiment settings will be the same as the convergence test.
Let us just mention the differences. We shall conduct two experiments (denoted by A and
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Figure 3. History of convergence for σhpT q and uhpT q with sequence of
uniform refinements in space and over-refinements in time. Top two figures
for cubic meshes and bottom two for chimney.
B) on the cubic domain where the Lame´ parameters are chosen as pλ, µq “ p1.5ˆ 102, 3q
for test A and pλ, µq “ p1.5ˆ 104, 3q for test B. Their corresponding Poisson’s ratios can
be easily calculated: ν « 0.49 for test A and ν « 0.4999 for test B. For the exact solutions,
the temporal part Hptq is unchanged while the spacial part is changed to
U “
`
´x2px´ 1q2ypy ´ 1qp2y ´ 1qzp1 ´ zq, y2py ´ 1q2xpx´ 1qp2x´ 1qzp1 ´ zq, 0
˘
.
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This choice of the exact solution is a simple 3D adaptation of those used in [2, 19] for
locking experiments in 2D. We collect the history of convergence for σhpT q and uhpT q in
Table 2.
ν « 0.49 ν « 0.4999
Eσ Eu Eσ Eu
k h Error Order Error Order Error Order Error Order
1.63e+00 8.21e-01 - 2.29e+00 - 8.25e-01 - 2.29e+00 -
1 8.16e-01 4.66e-01 0.82 4.47e-01 2.36 4.69e-01 0.82 4.46e-01 2.36
4.08e-01 1.78e-01 1.39 5.78e-02 2.95 1.79e-01 1.39 5.75e-02 2.95
2.04e-01 4.52e-02 1.98 7.43e-03 2.96 4.54e-02 1.98 7.41e-03 2.96
1.63e+00 5.19e-01 - 1.36e+00 - 5.20e-01 - 1.36e+00 -
2 8.16e-01 1.98e-01 1.39 1.24e-01 3.45 2.00e-01 1.38 1.24e-01 3.45
4.08e-01 3.70e-02 2.42 7.61e-03 4.03 3.73e-02 2.42 7.58e-03 4.03
2.04e-01 4.79e-03 2.95 4.33e-04 4.14 4.82e-03 2.95 4.31e-04 4.14
Table 2. History of convergence for σhpT q and uhpT q with sequence of
uniform refinements in space and over-refinements in time. All experiments
are conducted on the unit cube.
From Table 2, we observe no degeneration of the convergence rates for σhpT q and uhpT q
as the Poisson’s ratio ν approaches the incompressible limit 0.5. This supports that the
HDG+ method is volumetric locking free for elastic waves.
9. Extensions and conclusion
For the sake of conciseness, we have limited the discussion to the setting of elastic
problems on simplicial meshes. However, the tools we introduce here can be extended
to construct HDG projections in a much wider setting. We next discuss three possible
extensions.
(A) Elasticity on polyhedral meshes. The HDG+ projection for elasticity can
be extended to a projection on polyhedral elements. One way to achieve this
is to construct the projection directly on the physical element, instead of first
constructing the projection on the reference element and then using a push-forward
operator (this is what we did in this paper). This alternative approach is feasible
since the M-decomposition can be applied on general polyhedral elements (see
[5, 4]).
(B) HDG+ for elliptic diffusion. The HDG+ projection can be constructed for
steady-state diffusion. We have explored this in [12] for simplicial meshes. For
general polyhedral meshes, the projection can be obtained by following a similar
procedure as demonstrated in Figure 1. It can be summarized in three steps:
(1) Enrich the approximation space for the flux so that the M-decomposition is
achieved; (2) Define an extended projection by enforcing the weak-commutativity
property on the homogeneous polynomial space of order k ` 1 (similar to (3.9e));
(3) Define a composite projection and collect the remainder term on the boundary
of the element.
(C) Standard HDG for elasticity. We can also construct a projection for the stan-
dard HDG method for elasticity (where polynomial spaces of order k are used
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for both the stress and the displacement). This is achieved by defining the com-
posite projection and the boundary reminder before constructing the extended
projection. To be more specific, suppose
ΠM : H1pK;R3ˆ3symq ˆH
1pK;R3q Ñ PkpK;R
3ˆ3
symq ‘ ΣfillpKq ˆ PkpK;R
3q
pσ,uq ÞÑ pΠMσ pσ,uq,Π
M
u pσ,uqq
is the M-decomposition associated projection. We then define
Πpσ,uq :“ pPkΠ
M
σ pσ,uq,Π
M
u pσ,uqq,
δ :“ ΠMσ pσ,uq ¨ n´ PkΠ
M
σ pσ,uq ¨ n.
This completes the definition of the projection (and the associate boundary re-
mainder) for the standard HDGmethod for elasticity. The rest of the error analysis
follows the exact same procedure we have discussed in this paper. For instance,
for the steady-state problem, we obtain the same energy estimate (5.6), namely,
}εσh}
2
A ` }PMpε
u
h ´ ε
pu
hq}
2
τ
ď }eσ}
2
A ` }δ}
2
τ´1
.
In this case, the term }δ}τ´1 has an Oph
k`1{2q convergence rate because τ “ Op1q.
We thus recover the existing suboptimal estimates obtained in [13] in a unified way
by using the same arguments. The only difference here is a simple change of the
projection.
To conclude, we have proposed some new mathematical tools for the error analysis of
HDGmethods. The two most important ones are: (1) the extended projection constructed
by enforcing the weak commutativity on a higher order polynomial space (see (3.9e));
(2) the boundary remainder reflecting the discrepancy between the normal traces of the
M-decomposition associate projection and a composite projection (see (3.17a)). These
tools allow us to flexibly devise projections for more variants of HDG methods. We
have demonstrated this by constructing the projection for the Lehrenfeld-Scho¨berl HDG
(HDG+) method for elasticity. By using the projection, we are able to recover the existing
error estimates in a more concise analysis for the steady-state and the time-harmonic
elastic problems. For elastic waves, we have successfully used the projection to devise a
semi-discrete HDG+ scheme (the initial velocity of the semi-discrete scheme is defined
by using the HDG+ projection) and prove its uniformly-in-time optimal convergence.
Improving the generality of the tools will constitute the future works.
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